
Hello Year Four!

I hope you and families have all been safe and well during the 
lockdown.

I trust you are all keeping up with your home learning and 
reading activities, inspired by your class teachers.

And I just know you’re all keeping up the artwork and exploring 
your creative side, through drawing, painting and model making.

We miss you and are looking forward to seeing you in school, 
when the time comes. Ash

So what will we be learning in art…? 

WALT to create some works of art, inspired by an artist.



Let’s learn 
about the 
artist…

…Her name is Chrysa Romanos.



WHO WAS SHE? 

Chrysa Romanos (1931-2006) was an important supporter of 
the Greek *avant-garde, a number of whom settled in Paris in 
the 1960s and 1970s. 

Romanos lived in France from 1961-1981 and developed her 
own style from *abstract painting to *collage.

Often her work very often went was about recording social and 
political crises of her day. e.g. like the coronavirus lockdown of 
today.

SO WHY CHRYSA ROMANOS?

Year Fours topic this term is Ancient Greece, so I thought It 
might be a nice idea for you to learn about a Greek artist, that 
links well with todays unusual ‘lockdown’ times. 

*LET’S CLARIFY  WORDS ON THE NEXT PAGE…



Chrysa Romanos was an avant-garde artist…
Avant-garde: Art that is innovatory, introducing or exploring new forms or subject matter. 

This means that she took risks, tried new ideas and was not afraid to express herself without fear of criticism 
because she believed in her art.

She created wonderful collage pictures…

What is Collage? 
A piece of art made by sticking various different materials 
such as photographs and pieces of paper or fabric on to a backing.

She created beautiful abstract paintings…

What is Abstract? 
Existing in thought or as an idea but not having a physical or concrete existence.

WHAT DO YOU SEE IN THESE WORK OF ART?



Related Collage Artist
Robert Rauschenberg 

Related Abstract Artist
Joan Mitchell

• Much like Chrysa Romanos, Robert 
Rauschenberg would create collage 
artwork by taking pictures from current 
magazines and newspapers, to reflect the 
current times. 

• They would include politicians and 
celebrities. As well as images of what was 
going on in the news. 

• He and Chrysa Romanos would also take 
images of random objects such as street 
signs, traffic lights, animals. Anything 
they found interesting.

• Much like Chrysa Romanos, Joan Mitchell 
would create wonderfully colourful and 
expressive. 

• She took risks with colours and 
brushstrokes and didn’t worry about the 
outcome and enjoyed the process…

• She said…
‘A painting is not part of me. 
Because when I do paint, I am not 
aware of myself... It is part of 
something else.’

RELATED ARTISTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AYrPKFtzrc
Click link for Robert 

Rauschenberg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AYrPKFtzrc


WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Creating a Chrysa Romanos collaged painting.

Parents and carers; I know that art materials may be difficult to obtain at present, so please 
improvise as you see fit. 

After all, its more about children and families enjoying the activity and process, rather than the 
outcome. 

MATERIALS REQUIRED…

For the abstract background

• Paint of any kind. Can be watercolours, acrylics or poster paint.
• Paintbrushes of various sizes
• Water
• Paper towels
• Paper plates
• Drawing implement(s) pastels, felt tip, colouring pencils etc.

For the collage

• Drawing implement(s) pastels, felt tip, colouring pencils etc.
• A variety of UNWANTED magazines and newspapers
• Child safe scissors (or an adult to assist) 
• PVA glue.
• Brushes for spreading.
• Cardboard or paper for sticking onto.

The Materials



WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Chrysa Romanos style collaged painting.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take a large piece of paper, card or unwanted cardboard.

2. Paint the entire surface with a colour of your choice and allow to 
dry.

3. Take a number of mark making tools such as pastels, felt tips and 
coloured pencils and make a variety of marks and scribbles, big 
and small, slow and quick. Allow yourself to be free from worrying 
about the outcome. Just like Joan Mitchell.

4. Repeat the process, but now with paints  and different size 
paintbrushes. 

5. REMEMBER TO PRACTISE ON PIECES OF PAPER FIRST, SO YOU CAN 
EXPERIMENT WITH COLOUR SCHEMES.

6. Move on to the collage section of the instruction on the next page, 
whilst paint is drying.

The Background
What is Abstract? 
Existing in thought or as an idea but not having a physical or concrete existence

Large Expressive Brushstrokes

Bright Bold Colours



WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Try and make you’re the them of your collage relevant to todays times. Let it tell a story of your current experience of lockdown through a 
visual narrative. 

Here are some visual ideas that you can find to cut out, that may help you on your way…

Lockdown Collage



WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Chrysa Romanos style collaged painting.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather a selection of UNWANTED magazines and newspapers. 
Please ask permission before taking.

2. Carefully cut out any interesting people, politicians, objects, 
colours, patterns and textures you find interesting.

3. Arrange your cut-outs onto your dry painted background, without 
stick down. You can then move and change the arrangement 
around, until you are happy with the away it looks.

3.     Mix 2 parts water to 1-part PVA glue in a pot or jar.

4. Paint backing with PVA mixture.

5. Begin to carefully stick down your cut outs where you arranged 
them

6. Remember to paint over EVERY piece of paper with the PVA 
mixture, to ensure pieces placed on top will stick. 

7. This also makes everything super shiny when dry!

8. When dry, you can add further detail with pens, felt tips and 
markers. Maybe add a statements about the current situation!

Collage
What is a collage?
A collage is a a piece of art made by sticking various different materials such as 
photographs and pieces of paper or fabric on to a backing.

REMEMBER: Make your artwork current. 

Let it tell a story about your lockdown experience.

Random Objects from Adverts

People, Politicians

Drawings

Food

Newspaper 
Cuttings

Logos

Food



I hope you enjoy this activity. 
Remember to be bold, take risks and stay creative. See you all soon.

Ash


